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Mobile Ad hoc network is the collection of nodes without having any physical structure
involved i.e. access points, routers etc. MANETs are wide-open to similar forms of threats
as other wireless mobile communication systems. In Ad-hoc Network nodes performing
both as end-points of the communication and routers which makes the Ad-hoc routing
protocols further prone towards the security attacks. Black Hole attack is a common
security issue encountered in MANET routing protocols. The Black-Hole attack is security
attack in which a malicious node imposters themselves as a node with the shortest hop
count to the destination node during a packet transmission. A malicious node is capable of
disturbing the network with Black Hole attack pretends to have the minimum hop-count
route to the destination node (DS). This node responds to all route requests (RREQ)
messages in positive and thus catches all the transmission to it. The source node (SN) not
knowing the malicious nature of the Black-Hole node thus transmits all the important data.
The Black Hole node discards all the important data packets. In this paper a comparatively
effective, efficient and easy implemented way for identifying and therefore eluding the
attacks of Black-Hole in mobile Ad-hoc networks is presented. The Network Simulator
(NS-2) has been used for the implementation of our proposed solution to assess its work in
terms of Network Routing load, End-to-End delay and Packet delivery ratio. The results
show a considerable improvement in the performance metrics.
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14 Abstract

15 Mobile Adhoc network (MANET) is a collection of nodes without having any physical structure involved 

16 i.e. access points, routers etc. MANETs are wide-open to similar forms of threats as other wireless mobile 

17 communication systems. In Ad-hoc Network nodes perform both as end-points of the communication and 

18 routers which make their routing protocols further prone towards the security attacks. Black Hole attack is a 

19 common security issue encountered in MANET routing protocols. In this attack,  a security attack is the 

20 one in which a malicious node imposters itself as a node with shortest hop count to the destination during a 

21 packet transmission. A malicious node is capable of disturbing the network with Black Hole attack and 

22 pretends to have the minimum hop-count route to the destination node (DN). This node responds to all 

23 route requests (RREQ) messages in positive and thus catches all the transmission to it. The source node 

24 (SN) not knowing the malicious nature of the Black-Hole node transmits all the important data. The Black 

25 Hole node discards all the important data packets. In this paper an effective, efficient and easy implemented 

26 way for identifying and eluding the attacks of Black-Hole in MANETs is presented. The Network 

27 Simulator (NS-2) has been used for the implementation of our proposed solution to assess its working in 

28 terms of Network Routing load, End-to-End delay and Packet delivery ratio. The results show a 

29 considerable improvement in the performance metrics.  
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34 1. Introduction
35
36 MANETs play a vital role in prospective communication systems for the assistance of tragedy 

37 operations where no one is dependent on a fixed framework. Wireless communication system usually depends 

38 on already established communication infrastructure. Where no such infrastructure is available there, 

39 MANETs allow communication. MANETs are organized and configured by itself. Multi-hop communication 

40 is enabled through Adhoc routing protocols and co-operating nodes. The nodes work both as communication 

41 end points and as a router [1].

42 MANET performs essential networking functions i.e. routing, packet forwarding and discovery of 

43 service with no need of a recognized infrastructure. The nodes in Adhoc network are dependent on each 

44 other to send a packet from Source Node (SN) to target nodes (TN). The packet usually cannot reach the 

45 destination in one hop as the nodes have a very limited transmission range [2, 3]. Such networks have no 

46 centralized administration. Each node performs the role of a router and of a host as well. When nodes leave 

47 or join the Adhoc Network, the dynamic topology of Adhoc Networks alters with the passage of time [2]. 

48 MANETs for both rescue and disaster measures have a scheduled starting point. The network range and 

49 set-up size is dependent on the variety of procedure and operation. MANETs are highly exposed to 

50 malicious invasions as compared to other kind of networks. Major factor is trust keeping among the 

51 wireless nodes in the performance and success of the MANETs. In MANETs, if a node breakdowns the 

52 trust even to a minor level, it will affect the whole network to an undesirable state. The most famous 

53 security threats in wireless networks are the “Black Hole attack. It has always been a focused research area 

54 for scientists in the domain. This paper is focused on Black-Hole assault, which causes a drop-out of 

55 valuable data packets.

56

57 1.1 Black Hole Attack

58 Black Hole attack is a common security issue encountered in MANET routing protocols [4]. To implement 

59 and ensured Security in MANETs is a complex concern [5]. The Black Hole attack refers to an attack by a 

60 malicious node those imposters itself as a node with shortest hop count to the destination node during a packet 

61 transmission [6]. In MANETs, there is no access point or routers by means of multiple hops through which the 

62 data transfer is achieved. To establish a route, every mobile node acts both as router and a host [7, 8]. A 

63 malicious node is capable of disturbing the network with Black Hole attack, and pretends to have a minimum 

64 hop-count route to DN. This node responds to all RREQ messages in positive and thus catches up all the 

65 transmission. The SN not knowing the malicious nature of the Black Hole node (BHN) thus transmits all 

66 important data. The BHN discards the data, however, it sends acknowledgement to SN for transmission 

67 success [8]. Fig 1 illustrates MANET source route discovery process and transmission reply.

68 As given in the fig 1, a RREQ packet is transmitted by source node 0, which is broadcasted over the 

69 entire network. Malicious node 4, which is not attached nor nearby to the destination node 2, falsely sends 

70 RREP to node 0, telling it that it is connected to node 2. The SN thus saves a path in its routing table and 

71 starts transmitting data packets to the malicious node. The node 4, being malicious, drops all the packets, 
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72 yet acknowledges the SN for its successful delivery [9, 10].There are two characteristics of Black Hole 

73 attacks. It falsifies the RREQ packet by reporting that it has the shortest path to the desired destination 

74 node. Secondly, it discards valuable data packets which it receives as a result of its attack [11]. Several 

75 efforts carried out by researchers, to ensure the Adhoc on demand basis of routing protocol safe against the 

76 Black Hole Denial of Service (DOS) kind of attacks, have been discussed in section 2. 

77
78
79 Fig 1. RREQ broadcast and RREP transmission

80
81 1.2 Issue 

82 The Adhoc on demand distance routing protocol is reactive, unicast and pure on demand base. A 

83 table of routing, consisting of data about endpoint nodes at all nodes of the network. For sending data to node 

84 is maintained in normal situation, the SN initially checks the presences of route in its routing table. Fig 2 

85 shows if no such path is present in the routing table, then this creates and sends RREQ packet.
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86
87 Fig 2. SN initializes RREQ for discovering route to DN

88  

89 As RREQ arrives at destination nodes (DN) or arrives at some intermediated node (IN) that has updated 

90 route information about the DN, as a response a RREP was produced by DN or IN as illustrated in the 

91 following diagram. 

92

93
94 Fig 3. DN sends a RREP packet back to SN

95
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96 Working of Adhoc on demand distance routing protocol under normal conditions is illustrated in fig 2 

97 and 3. It can easily be suffered by an active DOS attack, which is also called as Black Hole attack. This 

98 makes a malicious node to transmit a fake RREP to the SN, as shown in fig 4.

99
100

101
102 Fig 4. BH sends a fake RREP to the SN

103

104 Furthermore, the malicious node makes the TN or direct neighbor to believe that it is the real DN. The 

105 SN is not aware about this information, hence it starts sending data packets to the malicious node. The 

106 malicious node starts discarding the entire packets instead of forwarding them in the network. Fig 5 depicts 

107 how the SN starts transferring data to the BHN and BH node eventually drops the data.
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108

109 Fig 5. SN node sends Data Packets to the BH

110
111 In fig 5, SN starts sending data to the BH node, which is eventually dropped by the BH node. This 

112 condition produces the consumption of numerous assets of mobile adhoc networks, i.e. time, trust, routing 

113 information and obviously the node’s battery power. Our research will examine the security issues in the 

114 AODV routing protocol of Mobile Adhoc Networks, emphasizing on a reasonable solution for the Black 

115 Hole type of denial-of-service attack.

116 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes  related work,  section 3 presents the 

117 proposed mechanism and in section 4 we discuss the simulation results. Finally, concluded the research 

118 paper with future recommendation in section 5.

119
120 2. Literature Review

121 MANETs are susceptible due to its basic features of dynamic topology, absence of central establishments 

122 and open medium, constrained ability, and distributed cooperation. We cannot apply the present security 

123 solutions of wired networks directly in wireless MANETs [1]. So far numerous efforts have been made to 

124 counter-measure it up to the maximum possible range. 

125 Researchers in [11] recommended two algorithms for mitigating collaborative and single Black Hole 

126 attacks. In this algorithm, 3 additional elements are used: a list of Black Hole nodes (BH list), a list of 

127 collaborative Black Hole nodes (CBH list) and a fake Route Request with an unreal target address. The 
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128 proposed mechanism is analyzed with the existing fidelity, trust-based and DRI schemes that resulted in 

129 reduced routing and computational overhead but no enhancement in storage overhead is observed, related 

130 to present structures.

131 [5] proposed trust based AODC routing on trust model for MANET. TAODV has some features as nodes 

132 perform trusted routing performances, mostly according to the trust dependency among them. AODV 

133 routing protocol is executed along with trust function. Communication between the nodes depends on 

134 cooperation and trust level with its neighbor, an appropriate value of the node categorized as unreliable is 

135 the non-trusted node. When a fresh node connects with the network, the trust connection with its neighbor 

136 is low, then that node is treated as unreliable. Those nodes are considered reliable which has the trust level 

137 between the most reliable and unreliable, and most reliable are the most trusted nodes with highest trust 

138 level. At the route discovery phase of AODC Routing Protocol, the trust value is calculated for all the 

139 neighbors of any node. With this approach, PDR and throughput were improved up to some extent but 

140 obviously, it adds more computational and storage overhead to the network.

141 [12] presented a novel strategy, using RSA and digital signature to reduce both collaborative and single 

142 black attacks, with reduced routing and storage overhead. RSA (Rivest–Shamir–Adleman) is one of the 

143 first public-key cryptosystems and is widely used for secure data transmission. The method incorporates 

144 fake RREQ; next hop information and destination sequence number in order to alleviate the limitations of 

145 existing schemes. According to this technique, the SN broadcasts a fabricated RREQ and waits for RREPs 

146 until BLACK-HOLE_WAIT_TIME, which is half the usual RREP wait time. As an original node never 

147 responds to a fabricated RREQ with the nonexistent target address, it is irrefutable that all RREPNs in this 

148 situation are malicious nodes. Thus these nodes are retaining in Black Hole list. In accumulation to the 

149 routing table, each node maintains two lists. These lists are updated only when a Black Hole is identified. 

150 In other techniques, frequent updating of extra tables in each node, which resulted is extraneous routing of 

151 control packets. Therefore, routing overhead is relatively reduced. It just demands the calculation of 

152 ADSN, which is perfectly uncomplicated computation in comparison with trust based strategies but intends 

153 end-to-end delay, to minimize the algorithm. 

154 [13] have proposed Data Routing Information (DRI) against the Black-Hole attack to defend MANETs. 

155 Data routing information is a table, each node in the network maintained this DRI table, stores two-bit 

156 value; the 1st bit is recognized as the From-bit and the 2nd bit is known as Through-bit. As intermediary 

157 node responds to the Route request, and then sends its DRI table to the SN, in accumulation to the 

158 subsequent hop significance. Checks the IN that is prevailing in the SN’s DRI that is measured an effective 

159 path.  If not available, then it will send a further request to the next hop node of that intermediary node. The 

160 crosscheck route is carried out again, then for reliability, the SN performs a check for the data information 

161 table of intermediary node, and its subsequent hop-node.Further with this solution the problem of 

162 cooperative Black hole attack concepts can’t be determined by these concepts. 

163 [14] carried out Authenticated Routing for Ad-hoc Networks (ARAN) in which initially route discovery 

164 packets are secured hop-by-hop and end-to-end by alphanumeric/Digital signs. This structure is considered 
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165 with standard AODV routing protocol. The initiator of the communication signs the message digitally and 

166 includes its certificate. Verify both their own certificate and signature by the neighbors and sign the 

167 message digitally prior to send it to the destination. The resulting nodes that accumulate the message 

168 authenticate the digital sign with assumed credentials. The certificate and signature are attached by the 

169 descendant, are substituted with this node’s certificate and signature prior to send the message to its 

170 destination. Inversely, where the media access control address from SRP can only be verified by the end 

171 nodes that retain the couple wise top-secret key, to verify the message origin; the digital signatures enable 

172 the intermediate nodes. Moreover, the hop-by-hop and end-to- end plus (+) digital signatures confirm 

173 directions are recognized over authorized nodes merely. The intermediary sign is altered hop-by-hop and 

174 not just added as in Ariadne for the IN there is no end-to-end authentication. The nodes in the network must 

175 have to trust the others, to validate their neighbor’s nodes appropriately. On the other hand, the hop by hop 

176 signs epitomize a lesser bandwidth cost than if the over-all signs were attached. 

177 [15] distributed the network into groups which comprises mobile Trust points, cluster heads and mobile 

178 nodes.. In this method average throughput and PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio) rises after the discovery of BH 

179 attack. Also, it was compared with AODV under Black Hole attack. Average End-to-End delay has very 

180 less discovery frequency of Black Hole nodes; around 80% in this mechanism. This effort can be further 

181 improved to measure the network regarding performance and accurateness of this procedure. [16] 

182 experimented on improving secure AODV routing protocol to prevent it against denial of service attack i.e. 

183 Black-Hole attack. As a result, the performance analysis carried out shows improvement in PDR for AODV 

184 routing protocol in the existence of Black Hole attack, with a minor increase in average normalized routing 

185 overhead and End-to-End delay. [17] suggested a protocol i.e. Detection, Prevention and Reactive AODV 

186 for preventing the threats of security against Black Hole by reporting additional nodes in the network of the 

187 incident. Simulation results reveal that the protocol not only inhibits an attack of Black-Hole but 

188 accordingly improve the whole performance of ADOV (normal) in the existence of Black Hole attack.

189 In [18], the authors  examined a protocol and authors compared it with regular Destination-Sequenced 

190 Distance-Vector (DSDV) and improved the protocols of DSDV. In the enhanced protocol of Destination-

191 Sequenced Distance-Vector routing, nodes can work together to acquire an objective view about other 

192 nodes’ dependability. Performance metrics considered were Packet Delivery Ratio. [6] proposed a novel 

193 algorithm for avoiding the Black Hole attacks. The proposed algorithm was more advanced and simple for 

194 implementation in Black-Hole attack discovery and prevention mechanism. The algorithm was simulated in 

195 Network Simulator 2, to assess its conduct in terms of End-to-Enddelay and PDR network load. The result 

196 of simulation shows that the proposed algorithm accomplished a significant improvement in network 

197 performance and effectively prevented the Black-Hole attack.  

198 [19] obtained a trust value for each node, which depends upon packet forwarding ability of a node. Based 

199 on a trust value, a rank was generated. By involving more trusted nodes, a path was chosen in the route 

200 discovery step of AODV routing protocol. The node that cannot be trusted can be excluded from the route. 

201 Rather than the shortest path, the packet was transferred through a more trusted path. By using software of 
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202 OMNeT++ simulation, results showed more reliable communication by higher threshold values with fewer 

203 packets drops.

204 [20] have proposed a solution for Black Hole attack; their technique originally identifies the neighbor of 

205 node creator RREP that is a suspected node. The neighbor node is instructed for listening to the packets that 

206 are sent by suspected node. Two counters i.e. F-count and R-count are maintained by the neighbor node. As 

207 the neighbor node forwards any packet to the suspected node, which will increment F-count by 1.When the 

208 suspected node forwards a packet, which will be over-heard by neighbor node, results an increase by 1 in 

209 R-count. When RREP is received by the source node, it sends a packet to the path to find out whether a 

210 node is malicious or not. Packets are forwarded to suspect node by neighbor node until F-count reaches a 

211 threshold, as a malicious node, RREP creator will be identified and will be blocked.

212 [21] presented a novel approach to detect and prevent Black Hole attacks by introducing a Modified 

213 Dynamic Source Routing (MDSR) algorithm. This approach addresses selective Black Hole attacks in 

214 which only a selected set of data packets is discarded by the malicious node. A block message is generated 

215 by an intrusion detection system, (IDS) installed on a node, which informs all other nodes on the network 

216 to segregate the attacker node from communication.  [22] performed experiments to strengthen and analyze 

217 the safety of routing protocol (AODV) for MANET. Their proposed method PL2 has the alteration, carried 

218 out in AODV protocol for providing security against the Black-Hole attack. PL2 method is Pre-lude, Post-

219 Lude method. The proposed solution was amplification of the original AODV routing protocol, to reveal 

220 secure routes and prevent the Black-Hole attack on MANET. The main observation was based on 

221 neighborhood and time parameters. The proposed method initially checks for malicious action and then 

222 starts to identify and eliminate the nodes of Black-Hole. Route detection is same as original AODV, but 

223 when transporting data packets, prelude and postlude messages are added. Results of simulation indicate 

224 that the proposed system has good performance against Black-Hole attack with low overhead. [23]  

225 proposed a new scheme timer based baited technique. They developed a technique that has two phases 

226 nonneigbour and baiting. In first phase of baiting each node has a bait timer. The proposed TBBT integrates 

227 both timer and baiting techniques in order to enhance black hole detection capability while preserving 

228 throughput, End to End delay and packet delivery ratio. The result of the proposed scheme shows that the 

229 considered peremeter throughput, End to End delay and packet delivery ratio are very close to the native 

230 AODV.

231 [24] used SHA-3 family algorithms in AODV routing Protocol for MANETs. This protocol analysis was 

232 performed against the several security attacks. In this research they first address the block-hole attack and 

233 then Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack in AODV. The nodes send data at rates of 2 Mbps for duration of 600 

234 s and the nodes move as per Random waypoint mobility mode with maximum speed of 10 m/sec. The size 

235 of each message is 512 bytes with data rate of 2 Mbps. In this developed research worst case scenario, 

236 SHA-3 gives 15% improved performance than AODV without security structures. [25] presented an 

237 improved MPR selection algorithm. Its objective was to reduce the impact of malicious nodes trying to be 

238 selected as MPR nodes by maintaining constantly its willingness fields equal to will always or by 
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239 advertising an incorrect set of neighbor’s relationships to non-neighbor nodes in its HELLO messages. To 

240 limit the impact of this attack, the concept of trustworthiness was used. A node S should not trust any 

241 neighbor X showing strong characteristics which can maintain its willingness to will always. Simulation 

242 results determine that the proposed method is effective in struggling Black hole, cooperative Black hole 

243 and colluding Black hole attack. It presented high packet delivery ratio and high detection rate of malicious 

244 nodes. [26] proposed a novel Trust based Energy Aware Routing (TEAR) mechanism that was based on 

245 dynamic multi detection routing protocol. The main characteristics of suggested mechanism are increased 

246 security, scalability and increased probability of effective routing.

247

248 3.  Research contribution

249 Based on the above-mentioned limitations, we have proposed a scheme by simulating with NS-2 that will 

250 overcome those limitations.

251 TIMEOUT DURATION: Generally, the value of timeout duration is set in the improved AODV routing 

252 protocol that will regulate the packets’ number a SN would send for verifying an IN, for the proposed 

253 mechanism this value would be required to set at the time of network deployment to work usefully.

254 VERIFICATION PACKET: After receiving the RREP verification packet will be sent by SN to verify 

255 the route by which source node received the RREP.

256 BLACKLISTED TABLE: Blacklist would include entries for the malicious nodes (Node IDs and MAC 

257 addresses of malicious nodes), which are involved in producing the Black Hole problem in the network 

258 shown in Table 1.

259

260

261

262 Table 1:  Proposed solution structure of blacklisted table

Node ID / MAC 

Address of BH node

5a-45-29-04-a3

263 ISOLATION PACKET:  On founding a node to be selfish, i.e. the node drops precious packets and does 

264 not reply back an acknowledgment in a well-timed manner, an Isolation packet is unicasted by the 

265 recognized node to the route on which RREQ was received. The packet contains N-node ID and Mac 

266 Address, as shown in Table 2.

267 Table 2. Structure of proposed isolation packet
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Node_ID

05-a4-ff-e3-12

268

269 3.1  Description of the Algorithm

270 In MANETs, when SN wants to send data to the DN, in this scenario source node doesn’t have the 

271 route to it. The SN initiates route discovery process and broadcast packet of RREQ to the entire nodes in the 

272 network. When the INs receives the route request packet, it forwards them to their neighboring nodes, until it 

273 reaches the preferred TN. At this stage in the network if a malicious node is present, which is Capable of 

274 Black Hole attack, a RREP packet will be sent back to the SN. In most cases, it sends RREP earlier of the 

275 other nodes in the network. It will show that it has the close distance to the TN. In such situation on prior, the 

276 SN will first try to check, if the route is unconditionally correct on the way to the target. The source-node will 

277 send few verification packets to the IN for verifying and validating the replied node path in predefined timeout 

278 duration. The timeout duration as discussed above is a value that is predefined and set at the time of network 

279 deployment in the protocol. If the IN does acknowledge the data packets within the predefined reply timeout 

280 duration, it will be considered as a valid node, and it is employed for onward communication to the TN. On 

281 the other hand, the IN would be considered ambiguous. An isolation packet will be sent on the same route on 

282 which RREP was received. Nodes on this path add ID of the IN to their Black list table. This will help these 

283 nodes to disconnect from the malicious node for onward communication. The route discovery process will be 

284 reinitiated by the SN to acquire contact to the TN through various other fresh routes. The proposed algorithm 

285 is presented below:

286 ROUTE-DISCOVERY (SN, TN, IN, AN, VN, ISN, IP, BHL)

287 This algorithm is used to discover the secure route from Source Node (SN) to Target Node (TN) in 

288 MANETs. IN is the Intermediate Node, AN for Ambiguous Node, VN comes for Valid Node, “ISN” is for 

289 Isolated Node, IP is used for Isolated Packet and BHL is for Black Hole List. RREQ is used for Route 

290 Request and RREP for route reply.

291 1. SN (RREQ) Packet  ----- INs 

292 2. INs (RREP) packet--SN

293 3. SN chooses Ins (replied) to reached TN

294 4. SN send 3 or more packets ((Route Validity and Authentication)-INs

295 5. if (INs (ACK within Time)SN) then:

296 (a) INs= =VN (valid Node) 

297 (b) SNINsTN [path is secure and chooses for communication]
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298 (c) Exit [When communication session terminates]

299 Else:

300 (a) IN== AN [Ambiguous Node]

301 (b) AN== ISN [isolated from the network]

302 (d) SN (IP (ID(ISN))-- INs--TN [on route on which RREP received]

303 (e) INs (ID(ISN))---BHL [All INs disconnect with ISN, ID is used for identification, 

304 for which MAC address is recorded]

305 (f) Goto Step 1 (Re-initiate the route discovery)

306 [End of if structure]

307
308 4.  Results and Discussions

309 The performance of AODV routing protocol are analyzed in this section by using performance 

310 matrices such as, PDR, End-to-End delay and NRL. Network simulator NS-2 is used as simulation tool to 

311 implement the proposed algorithm and designed various simulation seniors.  Each scenario is executed for 30 

312 times with simulation time of 600 seconds each. The packet size and its generation rate, a number of 

313 connections and simulation time are same for each test. However, with the change in scenario number of 

314 nodes, connection and simulation time were making change. A Continuous Bit Rate (CBR) with random flow 

315 was produced by means of cbrgen.tcl in NS-2 source code, by selecting source and destination randomly for 

316 40 numbers of nodes. During the whole simulation we set 10 number of source nodes with the transmission 

317 rate of 4.0 pkt/sec with 512-byte packet in size. Simulation parameters with its configured values are 

318 mentioned in table 3.

319
320 Table 3. Parameters configuration of simulation scenario

321

Parameters
Fixed 

values 

Variable values 

NS version 2.35

Total nodes 40 10,20,30 & 40

Mobility Model 

Static 

Grid 

Topology 

Simulation time 600 sec
100,200,400,600,800 

& 1000

Routing 

protocol
AODV

No. of 

connection
10

5,10,15,20 and 25

Pause time  0 sec

Traffic model
Constant 

Bit Rate

Communication 

region

1500 × 

1000 m
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Packet Size 512-byte 

322

323 4.1 Performance Metrics

324 Three performances parameters PDR, End-to-End delay and NRL are used to simulate and evaluate 

325 the following different seniors: 

326 C1=AODV

327 C2=AODV (with Black Hole)

328 C3= AODV (Black Hole Avoided) (proposed solution)

329

330 4.1.1 PACKET DELIVERY RATIO (PDR)

331 PDR is the ratio of data packets received by the destinations which are generated by the sources as given in 

332 equation 1.

333 PDR = (∑SPkt / ∑RPkt) x 100                    (1)

334 Where SPkt => Sum of all data packets received by the each destination, 

335 While RPkt => Sum of all data packets generated by the each source

336 4.1.2 END-TO-END DELAY (E2ED)

337 The average time takes a data packet to reach the destination is known as End-to-End delay. This includes all 

338 possible delays caused by buffering during route discovery latency and queuing at the interface queue.

339  

340 Average End-to-End Delay is calculated as: 

341 AE2ED = (Tsp - Trp)                                   (2)

342

343 Where Tsp represents packet transmit time from the source node and Trp  represents packet received time at the 

344 destination.

345 4.1.3 NORMALIZED ROUTING LOAD (NRL)

346 The undesirable and extra load that the network challenged during the data transmission is called routing 

347 overhead and can be measured as the ratio of all routing control packets send by all nodes over the number of 

348 received data packets at the destination node. 

349 It can be mathematically defined as:

350
351 NRL= (∑Rp/∑Dp)                                        (3)
352

353 Where Rp represent routing packets while Dp Data packets respectively. Ratio between the total numbers of 

354 routing packets sent over the network to the total number of data packets received.
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355

356 4.2 Results and Performance Evaluation

357 In this section, we discussed the simulation results using three performance metrics are described below.

358 4.2.1 Simulation Scenario for PDR

359 PDR is evaluated for the proposed solution with different independent variables and scenarios. Figure 6 

360 shows the effect of first independent variable (number of connections) over PDR.

361

362

363

364 Fig 6. The Effect of number of connections over PDR

365 Adding the number of connections in the network the performance degrades as shown in figure 6. This 

366 performance degradation is due to the signal collision and congestion in the network. However, adding Black 

367 Hole (BH) node to the network, packet drop ratio increases more in C2 as compared to C1 and C3 in PDR. 

368 The independent variable (number of nodes) effect on PDR is shown in fig 7.

369
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370
371
372 Fig 7. The Effect of number of nodes on PDR

373

374

375 Fig 8. Effect of Simulation time on PDR

376 Similarly, in figure 7 PDR get increases with the expansion of number of nodes. With increasing number of 

377 nodes, more routes are available to be formed and thus more options in selecting the optimal one. Result 

378 shows that C3 and C1 become adjacent whenever the number of nodes increased. Figure 8 shows the effect of 

379 simulation time on PDR.
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380 Taking 3rd independent variable i.e. effect of simulation time on PDR is shown in figure 8. With the 

381 passage of simulation time blacklisted information about the MAC address of the malicious nodes has been 

382 circulated in the entire network domain. Thus, RREP packet from such node has been ignored, which cause 

383 high PDR as minimum number of packets drop during transmission.

384 4.2.2 End-to-End Delay

385 In this section, we evaluated the End-to-End delay with respect to different scenarios. Figure 9 shows 

386 the effect of a number of connections on End-to-End delay.

387

388 Fig 9. Effect of number of connection on End-to-End delay

389
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390

391 Fig 10. Effect of number of nodes on End-to-End delay

392

393

394 Fig 11. Effect of Simulation time on End-to-End delay

395 Increasing number of connection maximum number of nodes communicates with other nodes, so 

396 processing time, as well as queuing time and transmission time will increases. However, by detecting 

397 malicious node in the network this delay can be minimized. From the above fig, it is evaluated that End-to-
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398 End delay is at highest in the case of C2, while in C3 get decreased it nearly to the C1, as shown in Fig 9. Fig 

399 10 shows the effect of number of nodes on End-to-End delay.

400 Figure 10 and 11 shows the effect of a number of nodes and simulation time on End-to-End delay, In the 

401 presence of BH attack, this delay increases with maximum value. In C3 this value is minimized and almost 

402 adjoins to C1. In C1 and C3, End-to-End delay becomes near to the constant.

403 4.2.3 Simulation of Scenario for Normalized Routing Load 

404  The effects of number of connections, number of nodes and time of simulation on NRL are shown in NS-2, 

405 based on C1, C2 and C3 in Fig 12-14.

406

407 Fig 12. Effect of number of connections on NRL
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408

409
410 Fig 13. Effect of nodes on NRL

411

412

413
414 Fig 14. Effect of simulation time on NRL

415

416 Results show that C2 has highest overhead as most of the packets are dropped by the malicious node.  

417 Whenever the overhead is high the network will become slow in terms of data movement speed. C3 illustrates 

418 that there has been a significant slightest amount of overhead added to the existing AODV protocol, however 

419 with the Black Hole threat existence avoided.
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420 5.  Discussion

421 The first performance metric we used in the analysis of our mechanism is the PDR on the number of 

422 connections as presented in fig 6. It can be observed that by increasing the numeral of connections the 

423 performance degrades in terms of PDR. This performance degradation is due to the signal collision and 

424 congestion in the network. However, in the case of C2 packet drop ratio increases more as compared to C1 

425 and to C3. Similarly, in Fig 7 PDR are increases with the increasing number of nodes.  Thus, more routes will 

426 be formed due to which more options in selecting the optimal one. In contrast, our proposed solution 

427 producing the PDR results near to the standard AODV protocol in the presence of Black-Hole node. Fig 8 

428 depicts the effect of simulation time over PDR. It reflects that with the passage of time blacklisted information 

429 about the MAC address of the malicious nodes has been spread in the whole network domain on the need 

430 basis. Thus, RREP from such node has been ignored, which causes high PDR as a minimum number of 

431 packets dropped during transmission.

432 The effect of a number of connections on End-to-End delay is depicted in Fig. 9. By increasing number of 

433 connections, maximum number of nodes can communicate with other nodes in the network. So, processing 

434 time, as well as queuing time and transmission time will increases. It can be observed that C2 has the highest 

435 End-to-End delay as compared to C3. However, by detecting malicious node in the network this delay can be 

436 minimized. Figures 9-11 depict the highest delay in C2 while C3 produces minimum End-to-End delay, 

437 approximately near to C1.

438 The effects of different scenarios on network overhead are described. From network overhead we mean the 

439 number of control packets (like RREQ, RREP, RERR and other active acknowledgment) to the number of the 

440 data packet is called network overhead or normalized routing overhead. Fig 12-14 depict that, C2 has highest 

441 overhead as most of the packets are dropped by the malicious node, which invites RREQ and other negative 

442 acknowledgment packets. Packets re-transmission multiple times causes the increasing congestion in the 

443 network. Due to this reason, the link is considered to be broken and thus reinitiate route discovery, which 

444 again increases the number of simulation packet in the network. With C3, the simulation effects illustrate that 

445 there has been a significantly low amount of overhead accompanied to the C1, though the Black-Hole threat 

446 was avoided.

447

448 6. Conclusion and Future direction

449 The aim of this paper was to detect malicious node i.e. Black Hole attack in the network for AODV 

450 routing protocol. As the AODV protocol has security (Black Hole attack) problem, which degrades the 

451 performance of the protocol. To overcome such attack, we present verification base route discovery for the 

452 specific destination. In this approach, a route discovery has been considered to be effective if and only if relay 

453 node effectively forwards a verification packet to next hop. If relay node fails to forward verification packet 

454 and drop it, thus relay node must consider to malicious and its MAC address has been declaring to black 

455 listed. The results illustrate that the approach effectively detected and declared blacklisted the malicious node, 

456 to enhance the performance of the protocol in terms of PDR, End-to-End delay and NRL. Here in this paper, 
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457 the proposed scheme for detecting and avoiding the Black Hole attacks in MANETs has the following 

458 clarifications.

459 Assist the standard ADOV routing protocol for detection of a malicious-node to interfere the route discovery 

460 process with the support of a verification packet procedure.

461 Each node would have to store only the MAC address which is comparatively very less amount of 

462 information about the identified black-listed nodes in the network. The design algorithm alters the process of 

463 route discovery in a way that very less overhead may be added to it. The simulated results illustrate that 

464 performance of the AODV protocol has been enhanced.

465 As many solutions to BH attacks exist, however it is not always likely to get a flawless solution to 

466 some problems. In that approach cannot be claimed to be a perfect and complete solution to the problem 

467 domain. The proposed scheme helps to detect and avoid single Black-Hole attacks, yet it can be modified to 

468 model the existing approach, for group Black-Hole attacks too. As a future work, to extend the algorithm to 

469 high-speed mobility a node come outside from the cell and does not respond to the verification packet. Thus, a 

470 non-malicious node may declare as a Black Hole node and may declare blacklist wrongly.

471
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Figure 1
RREQ broadcast and RREP transmission

RREQ broadcast and RREP transmission
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Figure 2
SN initializes RREQ for discovering route to DN

SN initializes RREQ for discovering route to DN
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Figure 3
DN sends a RREP packet to SN

DN sends a RREP packet to SN
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Figure 4
BH sends a fake RREP to SN

BH sends a fake RREP to SN
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Figure 5
SN node sends Data Packets to BH

SN node sends Data Packets to BH
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Figure 6
Effect of connections over PDR

Effect of connections over PDR
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Figure 7
Effect of nodes on PDR

Effect of nodes on PDR
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Figure 8
Effect of simulation time on PDR

Effect of simulation time on PDR
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Figure 9
Effect of connection on End-to-end delay

Effect of connection on End-to-end delay
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Figure 10
Effect of nodes on End-to-end delay

Effect of nodes on End-to-end delay
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Figure 11
Effect of simulation time on End-to-end delay

Effect of simulation time on End-to-end delay
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Figure 12
Effect of connection on NRL

Effect of connection on NRL
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Figure 13
Effect of nodes on NRL

Effect of nodes on NRL
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Figure 14
Effect of simulation time on NRL

Effect of simulation time on NRL
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1 TABLE 1: PROPOSED SOLUTION STRUCTURE OF BLACKLISTED TABLE

Node ID / MAC 

Address of BH node

5a-45-29-04-a3

2 TABLE 2 STRUCTURE OF PROPOSED ISOLATION PACKET

Node_ID

05-a4-ff-e3-12

3

4
5 TABLE 3: PARAMETERS CONFIGURATION OF SIMULATION SCENARIO

6

Parameters
Fixed 

values 

Variable values 

NS version 2.35

Total nodes 40 10,20,30 & 40

Mobility Model 

Static 

Grid 

Topology 

Simulation time 600 sec
100,200,400,600,800 

& 1000

Routing 

protocol
AODV

No. of 

connection
10

5,10,15,20 and 25

Pause time  0 sec

Traffic model
Constant 

Bit Rate

Communication 

region

1500 × 

1000 m

Packet Size 512-byte 

7
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